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Mose Mailo is the Founder and CEO of his organizations Mose Mailo, which works for the enlightening of the

humanity, and for the personal and business growth. It is one of the leader foundation in Melbourne, Australia for

the people having difficulties and hard time in their business. Mose started his journey as a carpenter and reached at

his ultimate level to help others by his life changing experiences and his own intuition. He traveled many countries

of the world and explores the opportunities to help humankind for making better and bright future for mankind.

During his business he got to know more about the field Kinesiology and helped him a lot to think and understand

his mind and body and he applied it to bring out his true potential . He enjoyed his difficulties and his dark time by

making revolutionary changes in his life and cultivate its  self power to  life his life with full of joy and abundance.

You can find him on Facebook, YouTube and Instagram to get more knowledge and his life experiments. 
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The key strategy to live a life is ' Live with Resilience ' :

Law of Success by Napoleon Hill :

Your Burning desires lead you towards the path of your goals :

Psychology, Neuroscience and Kinesiology  :

What is meridian Systems and  its relation with Kinesiology ? 

Doubts, uncertainty and not knowing where I came from made Mose depressed and led him 
 in self doubt. He thought about his life and his experiences made a huge impact on it. He
wanted to answer that just not satisfy his head (mind) but also satisfy deepest part of his
being.
 

Napoleon Hill and his experiments to get success and hence he interviewed lots of business
tycoons and found sets of laws that governs success. Mose followed the book and many other
personal growth book that helped him to put himself in right direction and helped him to get
what he wanted.
 

Mose have already started his journey to become a business coach and find to lead in his
field. He was keep aligned with his goals and started to move with his burning desires to
become the successful business coach.  Mose explained that how his life got changed after his
meeting with a practitioner of Kinesiology. 

Language used by the healers are quite difficult to understand and there are lots of thing in
eastern medicine methods that can help humanity in a lot more better way than current
method is. Due to the language barriers ( scientific language, spiritual language ) these 
techniques remains untouchable for lots of people. 

Mose is the one who have used the science and worked on it from last many years. He knew
how to use it and what are the impacts on our life by the Kinesiology. He said that
Kinesiology is all about the integration or Unifying the mind and body which is different
factor from other sciences. 

Mose explained his research and the study for the Kinesiology.  He explained the history of
the Kinesiology and how it stated ?  It is the science  of muscles and the subconscious mind of
the human body. By muscle movements the Kinesiologist can identify the appropriate
reason for the pain or any physical problems in the human body.  Meridians are the rivers of
the energy inside our body and by knowing it we can use it appropriately.  
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Spirit, Unconscious mind / Body and Conscious mind.
Spirit is the ultimate human power that is the energy of our mind and body to do
phenomenal tasks that sounds sometimes impossible.
Unconscious mind the wire that carries the pure electrical potential of spirit.
Unconscious mind is programmed and can program easily. The problem and
opportunity of unconscious mind is we can program it easily. Mose teaches us
advantages and limitations of this unconscious  mind. 
Conscious mind is the one which can help us to feel, react and love to the world by
the programming of unconscious mind.

The Different Chakras in Kinesiology:

What is  ' CHI ' ?:

Meridians, CHI, Chakras are related to our Organs and its Functions

By empowering the CHI inside our body we can   utilize the power of all natural
elements in the world to get energy and power for our body and  mind.
This power and energy inside our body flow through the meridian systems and we
need to understand that any kind of blockage in these meridians can affect directly to
he work functions of our body.
With the help of Kinesiology, a person can understand and can identify the blockages
in the meridians and CHI energy systems and can heal himself. 
Now, As we know Chakras are at the ultimate level of these energies, keep this
aligned to your mind and body so that, all of the systems inside your body can lead
you towards the ultimate life energy to achieve your goals.

Mose delivered an example of layers of the soils which can lead you towards the complete
study and systems of our body as per the energy system. The chakras are the energetic
backbone of the all energy systems of the body.  This point will give you tremendous
knowledge from Mose that he developed during his journey of become successful coach.

CHI is the Life force of the universe . Without CHI we are not able to function. CHI comes
from the food we eat, from the air we breath, from earth, from sunshine even from the
magnetic fields of the earth and from all natural elements of the universe.  CHI is the point
on Mose described how can by understanding it and the blockages for the CHI , can make  our
life more easy and abundance. 

We can become more effective in our work and productive in our routine life by integrating
our  energy systems and our daily routines aligned with our mind and body. 
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Kinesiology can help to prevent our self from Cancers, Thyroids,
Chronicle pains and many other disease :

O. carl Simonton – specialist in radiology and oncology most notable for his unproven cancer
treatment method. Said – Our emotions are key elements in cancers.

By getting knowledge from Mose Mailo, we understood that the emotions and feelings are
directly connected to our physical body. We got in depth knowledge by tremendous
examples from Mose and learned the internal structure of the body and its energies. 

Diseases can be prevented by our consciousness towards our emotions, body functions and
the positivity and negativity around us like jealousy , anger, and fears. By proper methods
and different meditations we can heal and also can prevent our self from many incurable
diseases. 

JOIN US

Subscribe and Follow Xpertdale Podcast on Various Platforms and become the part of
revolutionary journey of Self Enlightenment

                         Xpertdale Podcast Instagram                Xpertdale Podcast Facebook Page                       Xpertdale Podcast YouTube 
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Listen Us and Subscribe us on 

                     

https://www.instagram.com/xpertdalpodcast/
https://www.facebook.com/XpertdalePodcast
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=xpertdale+podcast
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cHM6Ly9hbmNob3IuZm0vcy8yY2NiNWI1Yy9wb2RjYXN0L3Jzcw
https://open.spotify.com/show/3AX6uPt9tTqGwlOMVA5dN6
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/xpertdale-podcast/id1524235043
https://anchor.fm/umangkumar-panchal8

